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Forward

The idea of a music rating system capable to measure the quality of music is so exciting that we thought it
deserved its own publication and so we wrote this book.
Music Rating Systems was written to support the allmusicrating.com website.
This book provides a clear introduction to music ratings, and connects our audience to its concept.
Music Ratings and Music Rating Systems are essential missing components that should have been addressed
and adopted long time ago by the music business and its audience.
How do we explain a multibillion dollar music business without the capability to measure itself?
Why was music never fortunate enough to have its own standard to evaluate the quality of music?
And why haven’t we seen any publication that would shed some light into these topics?
The lack of answers, the inability of addressing these problems and the impotency of the music business to
deal with these issues still remains a mystery to me, and to the serious music audience.
For all these given reasons, MR has a significant value to the music fan, the music business, to the serious
music enthusiast, and to all our audience.
Music Rating Systems (the book) introduces everything you need to know about music ratings.
It explains and addresses many related topics, providing clear answers to questions such as:
How can we apply music ratings (MR)?
What are the great benefits to users?
How does the system work?
And how can we adopt music ratings to expand our musical joy on every music session.
If music is not only entertainment to you; if music is more than an essential part of your life, and if music
is You...
Then, we promise to take you on an exciting journey over music exploration.

Heaven of Choices

A typical album had once been sold at the approximate cost of $8.
Albums were limited in availability to what your local store had to offer, and to what you only knew that was
out there in the market.
The older physical music collection was much smaller in size compared to current music collections.
But interestingly, that worked out to the benefit of music listeners.
The actual music experience of listening to complete albums was sensational.
And the reasonable size of those collections helped listener’s to maximize their experience. It gave them a
good opportunity to explore their music to its full.
Those Vinyl LP’s and the later CD’s are now both almost obsolete.
Music audience has moved on to new technology devices, platforms and Medias, which have given listeners
amazing opportunities to discover new music with no limits or boundaries.
We have been given a heaven of choices.
However, this blessing of unlimited music, of variety, and instant availability, requires listeners to now be
more selective in their music selections.
Our music scene has dramatically changed in almost every aspect including how we listen to music, how we
collect music, and how we manage our collections, but the truth of fact is that we have not matched up the
appropriate means to manage these new collections of music.
Once upon a time, picking up an album out of a few new releases, was simple and easy.
Today, we are challenged with incredible choices that have made our search for new music quite complicated
and not easy at all.
The bottom line to this heaven of choices is that our music experience and our engagement have both been hurt.
Listeners are today more and more distracted with too much of downloaded music, preventing them to find
and follow some of the good music that’s hidden in their collection.

We all have an almost natural desire to experience exciting new music.
This curiosity drives us constantly to search and look, check out new sources, websites, radio stations, and
albums in hope to find good music.
Our typical listener gets to explore new music based on personal knowledge, casual occasional listening’s,
and using online music services that provide recommendations based on ones given taste and on
recommendations of music that others have liked.
We are so much swamped with music suggestions that in a matter of no time, it gets frustrating, and none
of these methods work anymore.
And so, these combined methods do not guarantee the kind of results we all seek.
These sporadic searches are consuming, they require lots of patience, and have a limited rate of success.
For the first time we now have the means to change the way we discover music in this vast ocean of music
content. We can now move up from “search and look” to “find and explore”.
No more hunting, just only embracing…

What makes a music session enjoyable
The Third Factor

There are three main factors that determine the level of joy while listening to music in every given music
session:
1.

First, the environment, the atmosphere and the system that plays our music.

2.

Second, the mood we are at, how we feel at that given time, and our level of mental energy and
strength at that particular spot of time.

These first two factors are given reasons that are relatively set, and therefore we do not have much control
over them, between sessions.
3.

The third factor which we are just about to expose has the most significant role in making
remarkable music sessions. It is the only element in which we have complete control and
influence over the quality of our session.

In the many years that I’ve been listening to music in my own comfort zone, this one crucial factor would
repeatedly make or break that joy, and either rule it to be a great memorable experience, or in contrary just
another casual session.
The Third Factor is all about Music Selection.

Music selection is a secret path to great music sessions.

It is the only factor that matters (in a set situation) and determines the level of musical joy.
Let’s now take a look at what’s available today in the market.

Music Discovery and Music Rating Services
As noted above, we listen to music at different levels of joy that varies between sessions.
Some are nice, relaxing, some just casual, filling up the background of our mind, and some sessions just
simply blow us out of our minds.

Listening to music spontaneously would often turn out to be our best choice.
However, a spontaneous session where one picks the perfect music to match his mood does not occur as
often as we listen to music. We therefore need additional tools, more options, to select music.
In recent years we have seen the birth of many services that offer to play music matched up to listeners.
Services such as Pandora, LastFm, Zune, Spotify, iTunes, Groveshark and etc.
At a first glimpse these services seem to be a perfect match doing exactly what we need (selections), but
they don’t.
These websites also known as Music Discovery Services are a totally different type of a service with some
basic differences - reasons that keep them far apart from what we are referring to.

Discovery services make recommendations, not selections.
Suggestions of MDS (Music Discovery Services) are mainly based on popularity, so when they
detect a repeating habit or preference that you have, you are then bound to be offered “more
of the same”…
Discovery services are more suitable to the main stream casual listener. They do not have the
capability to match the needs of our “professional” serious audience.
So, you may now be naturally asking “What about Music Rating services.”
The sad truth is - and you all are aware of it – truth is that there is no real music rating system, period.
Nothing available, yet…
Absurd as it sounds, while music continues to be the most popular form of art, yet the music audience and
the music business are both still unaware and practically blinded to this lack and absence of these very
essential means.
Sure there are various many methods and ways to mark music quality, but they do not belong or fit into
what we define as a True system.
In fact there are no publications, or any references that relate to our topic in more than just a few words.
Not because of lack of interest, and not because the lack of its need.
As we mentioned, many services have emerged trying to solve this problem, providing users with “star
ratings”, numeric scale ratings, “likes”, votes, recommendations and alike.
However, none of all these services have proved to really measure the quality of music, nor have they
succeeded to provide true music ratings.

Now, if you try a quick Google search on “music rating systems,” Google will tell you it has 607,000,000
results. but when you start checking those first 20, 50 or whatever results that you will find the energy to
go through, well, you will quickly find yourself pretty frustrated as none are meaningful or valuable to our
purpose.
That takes us back to our discussion, and so we continue on our quest to find a working system that could
simply rate music.
Does it get any better?
Well….. It does, and we have the good news:

A Working System
We have just launched a remarkable working system that efficiently rates music, providing True Music
Ratings©.
This system applied and now available at www.allmusicrating.com is a FREE service available to all.
Game Time!
Let’s dive in and check out the details of our system.
At first we shall want to cover some very significant points, and then we shall start connecting them
together, to give you the full picture.
Enjoy the ride.

Music Rating Systems

The purpose of music ratings has always been well known to serious music lovers and music enthusiasts.
But they were never fortunate enough to enjoy these benefits for the lack of an available system.
Peter Drucker who was a remarkable writer, a consultant and a teacher had said it in his words:

“

If you can’t measure it, you cannot manage it.

”

Peter Drucker

If we could have placed our music on a measurable scale, and tagged it by its quality, it would have then proved
to be very helpful in making better music selections and managing large collections of music.
The secret key, the path to make the right selections when spontaneousness is lost, is to place all our music
on one accepted measuring scale, a solid base line from which we could compare, categorize, and organize
music to match our preferences with greater ease.

Who Needs a System to Rate Music?
The quest of music discovery depends on the music we select to explore.
And to begin with, selection is directly related to the way this music is categorized and tagged, particularly
the tag of quality which we all call, yes you guessed - music ratings.
So in simple words:
We can tremendously expand our music exploration with the help of a good music rating system.
Mainstream fans and casual music lovers may not find much interest to “spend” time rating music.
Allmusicrating and this book are not really exposed or available to that general public.

So, if you are reading this book it does mean that you searched us at right places and you have taken a path
that proves you are on track…
You are our audience.
And You need a rating system…
Let’s be more specific over who needs this service:
1.

Everyone with large music collections.

2.

Members of the music industry.

3.

Professional musicians.

4.

“Heavy” serious music consumers.

5.

Not Anybody…

Eventually, we can make this working-tool valuable to us all.

What are the Benefits of a Music Rating System?
There are practical good reasons to adopt music ratings and enjoy their many benefits.
Following our earlier discussion where we spoke of who and why do we need a music rating system, here
are some of those benefits:
Organize, Categorize, Compare, and Classify your music
Make better music selections
Manage your collection, and your music sessions
Appreciate music value
True Music Ratings© for all your music, albums, and tracks
All Genres: Jazz, Rock, Classic, Blues etc.
Get acquainted to your music collection
Find ratings and discover new music

Ranking vs. Rating
What is the difference between ranking and rating music?
Music Ranking fairly describes and approximately evaluates the range of music quality:
Music quality could be specified in ranking terms such as Good, Very Good, Poor and so on.
A given track could differ in its ranking by various listeners, yet it would basically be agreed on, and accepted
within the audience of a given genre.
Music Rating quantifies the value of music.
Given its subjective nature as a form of art, music quality and music value cannot be measured with definiteabsolute accuracy.
However, we can narrow down the tolerance of this measure, if we first agree on a proposed ranking, and
then - from that agreed ranking - extract and draw out our music rating.
A Special Notice of Patience
Music fans and all of the music audience who frequently listen to lots of music may have a first impression
over this content as “over rating” and a complicated system that goes too deep and into detailed track
ratings.
This is exactly the reason we have this eBook delivered to you.
When you are done reading these pages in just few more minutes, you will have a clear understanding of
the full concept.
Then, when you start using the system, submitting your ratings, digging in further and staying tuned to our
blog, you will then have a new born approach over how to fulfill your musical joy to its utmost.
We ask you to be patient - it WILL reward you BIG.
Like with the best music you have known – it will take some time to “sink in,” and then suddenly it will simply
blow you out – into the big light.
Please be patient, follow us up with additional reading of this concept and because of it’s importance it is
also published on our website in the Concept Page, for easy access and for your convenience.
Start playing around with the rating system that’s on the website.
When you get familiar to the system you will gain confidence over it and start appreciating its tremendous
power.
That power is now handed to you – enjoy the Force!
Next, we dive into the real stuff !

The Concept of EARs©,
Essential Album Rating System

The concept behind our rating system that determines the quality of music, is based on two fresh new ideas:
1.

The idea that music has an ongoing impact of pleasure that is also related to its time length.

2.

The second idea is that higher ranked music has a far much stronger impact over lower ranked
music – an impact of more than a mere “point” difference as reflected in common rating systems.

These two ideas make the core of our rating engine called ART©, Accelerated Rating over Time.

Rating over time
The Essential Album Rating Sys© rates music in proportion to their TIME length.
Longer tracks of similar ranked music are rewarded with higher ratings that express their true value
contribution to the album and to listeners.
As for example, and by the system that we have built, a music track that extends over 12 minutes and ranked
“Good” is given a HIGHER rating that a 6 minute track that also ranks “Good.”
And that makes perfect sense, because the contribution of these two tracks to the listener and to the overall
quality of the album is different.
Maintaining quality, over a longer period of time, is rewarded by our system and appreciated appropriately!

Accelerated Rating
The ability of an artist to create quality music requires a great deal of work with lots of talent, bursts of
inspiration and tons of creativity. That’s when it all combines into a remarkable piece of art.

Each step higher on the quality scale of music demands exceptional much more of the above qualities.
But then, each step higher pays off at a growing rate on the scale of pleasure.
Appreciating this value of quality music, our system “accelerates” ratings, and steps up the point value for
higher ranked music, expressing the true added value of higher ranked music.
The adoption of these two ideas had seen the birth of the first true rating engine which I called ART©,
Accelerated Rating over Time©.

The EARs© System
The EARs© system provides accurate music ratings based on Your Taste.
Music Ratings are displayed at the album level, going down to the resolution of tracks.
Differently from existing systems that employ the five star ranking, or a numbering scale system, EARs©
“listens” to what you have to tell it about your music taste (choice selection) and it then processes that into the
ART© rating engine that combines your choice with an Accelerated over Time rating algorithm©.
Results are both, exciting and efficient.
Allmusicrating presents the overall average of all users ratings (for individual tracks and complete albums),
and also presents your own ratings.

Allmusicrating

Allmusicrating is the web platform that hosts the EAR system.

How does the Allmusicrating system work?
There are two main options for using our rating system:
1.

First option is looking into ratings of albums and music you are not familiar with.
Simply search and select the relevant result, and look into the overall ratings.
Please do mind that we are in a Beta stage, meaning that our database of albums that have been
rated by other users is in the process of accumulating new entries – so please be patient with
results.

2.

Second option is to enter your own ratings to an album of your interest.

The system displays a snapshot of your ratings (My Rating), and the average rating of other users (Overall).
These ratings detail every single track, and the complete album rating as figured out by the ART© rating
engine.
Ratings are displayed with symbols and actual numbers where the symbols indicate the ranking and quality
of the given music, and the numbers present the value of that given music.
The eight levels of rankings are placed for convenience, in three groups:
“Out” for weak tracks that you would normally skip over on a regular playing session.
“In” for common good quality tracks.
“Outstanding” for the top rated music.

This arrangement of the three ranking groups was carefully crafted to provide an easy to use interface, and
allow a wide variety of ranking choices that would make it a deadly accurate platform for making efficient
true music ratings, available to us all.
You can relate to the symbols and what they represent in the following table image.

Quantifying Music Quality
Why do we present the album quality with a sign, and additionally present its rating value in numbers? What
is the difference between the two?
The sign describes - in your language - the overall quality of the album, its ranking such as “Good” or “Very
Good”.
And by the way, but very significant to our purpose, it is not just a simple quality indication but rather a
calculated average of all tracks, considering each track’s quality AND it’s length of play, and its proportional
weight in the total time frame of the album.

The “numbered” rating value on the other hand, reflects the total impact of all the tracks, considering each
track, its quality, and its time length, and its proportional quality over time contribution to the overall rating
of the album.
This is our “True Rating” that reflects the value of the album.
For example, two different albums with the same quality but different time lengths would have different
value to listeners. The album with the longer time period would deliver more pleasure, and that would show
on our system. It will have a higher rating number indicating its higher value of an album. Its ranking would
however be the same as with the other album…

How to use the Allmusicrating system
Suppose you would like to find the ratings of an album called “What a beautiful day.”
Type in your search term – or for this example, type “What a beautiful day” into the music search
field.
The database will return the full discography of this given group, listing all their albums by date
of release.
You may choose to search by Albums rather than the default Artist criteria.
Sometimes you may find additional results that would include all the musical possibilities that
carry the title “What a beautiful day”, so you will see a list of performers, bands, tracks and other
releases that carry this same title of “What a beautiful day.”
They show in order of relevance, so you just have to select the one that matches.
Search can be accessed from various locations in the website, including at the top of the
HomePage, and in the MyRatings Page.
A Special Notice of Disclosure and Thanks: allmusicmanager’s search engine is powered by
MusicBrainz which is an open content music database.

Select the album of your choice with a DoubleClick, and now you will be presented a detailed
insight of the selected album with all the information you need, with detailed ratings of the
complete album down to every individual track that’s on it.
Your ratings are shown at the same time with “Overall” ratings that are distinguished by a faded
view (in fade).
The Overall ratings are the average of all submitted ratings by other members for the given
album. The faded icons present the overall ranks of music, individual tracks and complete albums.
If this album was not previously rated by you, then the overall ratings would be hidden, to allow
you an unbiased option for placing your own ratings.
Not to worry, you will have the option to override this, so - if you are unfamiliar with this music,
you could select the “Show Overall Ratings.”
If you want to rate this album, then you simply begin my making the appropriate ranking
selection for each track that is positioned at the far left field that’s beside each track. With every
selection, the ranking window of choices would move to the next track. When you’re done with all
tracks, you simply press the “Save” button.
At the bottom of this page you can add your own review in a very unique format that we have
provided, whereby you are guided to submit a general review – or a detailed full review.

EARs© will now digest and process your input selections and determine the exact rating for each track and
for the complete album as well.

Final Notes
I hope you had a good experience reading this book.
Whether it was exciting to read, or perhaps not what you had expected it to be,
for the good or bad,

I would love to hear your take over this eBook,
and I will personally respond to You.
You can reach me at:
allmusicrating@gmail.com

Or from our contact page at:
http://allmusicrating.com/contact-us/
Uuuupppp, that’s it for now, and Thanks for giving us your attention.

Thanks for giving me your time.
Yours Sincerely,
Nissim Elias
February 2016
:)
End

